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Taiwanese farmers live in
accordance with the adage that
the respectful and meek shall
inherit the earth in peaceful
abundance and happiness
The Sixth River Management
Office of the Water Resource
Agency should respect nature
and the rules of nature, learn to
enjoy a harmonious coexistence
with nature.
We consider ecology in water
management.
We incorporate culture in water
management.
We integrate drainage areas in
water management.
We are dedicated to creating a
water-friendly and human-friendly
living environment through water
management.
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City Settlements Begin at the River
River management and urban disaster prevention are experiencing new challenges and
difﬁculties because of climate change and intense urban population concentrations due to the
rapid development of the economy, trade, and industry. Bending nature to humans’ will is no
longer our ﬂood control strategy, and we have learned to be humble and to coexist with nature.
Regarding adopting comprehensive construction and non-construction water management and
regulation policies, we believe that creating a content, safe, and livable city begins with the river.

Overall Description of Flood-Prone Environments:
Natural Factors
● Global warming, which causes temperatures
to rise and sea levels to increase
● Increasing rainfall amounts and intensities
● Low elevation areas and gradual slopes
● Shifting sandbars and sediment accumulating
in lagoons, which lead to decreased detention
and protection functions
● Changing climates and design standards that
are no longer practical
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Human Factors
● Rivers (or drainage routes) are not remediated or
are old and in disrepair
● Old facilities hinder water and ﬂood ﬂow
● Land use patterns change and chances for runoff
to penetrate into land decrease
● Groundwater is managed inappropriately and the
functions of embankments, drainage routes, and
other public facilities decrease
● Water and soil conservation in catchment areas is
poor, and earth and sand show severe downward
movement
● The public’s demand for drainage water is
increasing

Origin of Regulation Project of Flood-Prone Areas:
On March 14, 2005, the government proposed the
“Regulation Project of Flood-Prone Areas” under
the precept of comprehensive water management and
control. The government appropriated NT $116 billion
in funding for the eight-year flood regulation project,
and used non-construction measures to effectively
reduce the ﬂooding problem .The main tasks were as
follows:

Main tasks for the
ﬁrst stage (2006-2007)

● Dredging and sedimentation
clearing projects
● Planning and regulation projects
●Contingency projects

Main tasks for the
second stage (2008-2010)

After remediation, the drainage systems can effectively prevent
flooding to ensure the public can live in a happy environment
without the fear of ﬂooding.

● Completion of planning for the
ﬁrst stage and evaluation of
priority regulation projects
●
Partial follow-up planning
and regulation project
announcements
● Dredging, sedimentation clearing,
and contingency projects for
newly included regions before
the implementation of drainage
regulation measures

Main tasks for the third
stage (2011-2013)
● The speciﬁc measures of the
improvement projects should
be implemented after relevant
planning during the ﬁrst two
stages
●Autonomous ﬂood disaster
● prevention communities
should be developed
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Control in Harmony with WaterPersistence and Righteousness
Regulation Project of Flood-Prone Areas-Description
Taiwan seeks excitement and contentment,

standards, mandating a flood return period of

not ﬂooding. Our ofﬁce’s Kaohsiung and Tainan

10 years and water levels remaining below their

City jurisdictions feature intensive industrial and

embankments for the next 25 years, regardless of

commercial establishment, and their land has

torrential rain. This plan would increase the cross-

been developed extensively. In addition, as a

section areas of drainage channels and incorporate

result of competition over land, the water levels for

human and ecological maintenance and protection

ﬂood drainage channels remain excessively high.

to achieve the highest standards for regulating

Typhoons Caitlin and Doug in August 1994 and

water, using water, loving water, living with water,

the torrential rain of the recent typhoon Morakot

and preserving water.

caused major floods in the Gangshan District.
Residents in the areas between the Dianbao River
outlet and the highway channel sustained serious
losses of life and property. Typhoons such as
Haitang (2005)，Morakot( 2009)，Fanapi( 2010),
Southern Taiwan has experienced severe damage.
To effectively improve this flooding problem
and accommodate the Executive Yuan, the Sixth
River Management Office of the Water Resource
Agency, Ministry of Economic Affairs, implemented
the “Regulation Project of Flood-Prone Areas”
in 2005 to improve rainfall and flood protection

Flood-Prone Areas

Flood-Prone Areas

Kaohsiung
Flood-Prone Areas
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Rainfall often leads to disasters in the Annan District of
Tainan City, causing inconvenience and property losses for the
citizens. Thus, drainage regulation can no longer be delayed.

Tainan
Flood-Prone Areas

Regulation Project of Flood-Prone Areas-Regions：
Regions for the Regulation Project of
Flood-Prone Areas handled through
our ofﬁce

Regional drainage systems
for Kaohsiung City
administrative districts

Regional drainage
systems for Tainan City
administrative districts

In recent years, heavy rainfall has frequently caused
ﬂooding because of climate change. The Sixth River
Management Office of the Water Resource Agency
continues to implement contingency measures in
response to these phenomena.

Regulation Project of Flood-Prone Areas-Project Team：
This office has established a project team for the Regulation
Project of Flood-Prone Areas. The director of the office is the
convener, and the deputy director is the deputy convener. They
regularly hold communication platform meetings with organizations
such as municipal governments and irrigation associations to jointly
promote flood control plans and enable projects for successful
performance and implementation.

Flood Regulation Objectives
● Comprehensive planning for watershed land
use
● Promote non-construction ﬂood regulation
measures
● Strengthen the promotion of land subsidence
prevention
● Develop comprehensive disaster prevention,
mitigation, evacuation, and relief systems

Since its remediation, the drainage system of
the Jiangjun River has embodied the objective
of using water, loving water, living with water,
and preserving water.
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Action in Harmony with WaterStrategic Flood and Water Control
Regulation Project of Flood-Prone Areas–
Construction Measures ：
A. Dredging and clearing the flow path: This method effectively

increases the cross-section flow plain of rivers, maintains smooth
waterways during the flooding season, and reduces the flooding
area.

B. Improve the ecological environment with flood control projects:
This method includes drainage enhancement for low-elevation areas,
bridge reconstruction, detention ponds, village protection measures,
pumping station equipment, comprehensive water management
plans, and creating an ideal environment.

C. Emergency projects and preventing gaps and deficiencies: For
bottlenecked and urgent segments, obtain landlords’ permission to
immediately begin construction to mitigate the ﬂooding situation prior
to land acquisition.
No. of Cases
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Amount

Dredging

167

356,419,000

Regulation

165

14,234,104,000

Contingency

338

2,782,300,000

Night scene of the Chungcheng Bridge of the
Chaitougang River

Mobile pumps are highly efﬁcient, highly mobile, and play
a critical role in ﬂood prevention.

Flood control volunteers protect the safety of
citizens’ homes.

Regulation Project of Flood-Prone Regions–NonConstruction Measures
A.Establish Autonomous Flood Disaster Prevention Communities:

Because construction measures have limitations, the establishment and implementation of
universal disaster prevention concepts for all citizens should be based on the establishment
and operation of autonomous ﬂood disaster prevention communities.

B.The recruiting ﬂood control volunteers:

Establishing ﬂood control volunteer services in anticipation that, through volunteer organization
and proper mission planning, the cohesion and use of abundant civil resources can effectively
enhance public water conservation performance and strengthen the country’s overall ﬂood
control and disaster relief system.

C.GPS mobile pump system:

Elucidate the locations and pumping conditions for mobile pumps for optimal deployment and
use, which is critical for ﬂood-disaster prevention.

D.River early water-status prediction system:

The Zengwun River early water-status prediction system was completed in 2012 and can
perform water level simulations based on rainfall forecasts, runoff calculations, reservoir
calculations, and storm surge models. It can provide river water level forecasting information
3 h in advance to assist relevant personnel with strategic decisions. This information is rapidly
disseminated to city government disaster prevention and response centers, coastal public
units, councilmen and neighborhood leaders, and our ofﬁce’s ﬂood volunteers via text, fax,
and telephone.
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Harmony Between People and
Water - Happy Home and Country
Flood Regulation Results for FloodProne Regions in Tainan City’s
Jurisdiction
Moving forward with ﬂood control:
The Chaitougang River has flooded because of heavy
rain every year for the last 30 years.
Typhoon Haitang (2005) caused severe damage in the
Yongkang District, which is the most densely populated and
intensively industrial and production-based zone of Tainan.
Typhoon Morakot (2009) drastically changed the sky in
southern Taiwan overnight, bringing unprecedented torrential
rainfall.
The consequences and effects of global warming are no
longer merely theoretical; they are now actively present in
the world. As these storms occur, we must reflect, review,
and move forward into the future.
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The Chaitougang River has experienced ﬂooding
due to heavy rains every year for the last 30 years

The entire Tainan City region is within the urban planning area, and 27 municipal drainage pipe
systems are included in ﬂood-prone areas.
Tainan City Regional
Drainage System

Region

Tainan City Regional
Drainage System

Region

Liucuo Drainage System
(including Daliao Drainage
System)

Xigang, Qigu, and Jiali
Districts

Sanyei River Drainage
System

Yongkang, Rende, Dong/
East, Nan/South Districts

Anding Drainage System

Anding District

Dajiaotui Drainage System

Liuying District

Xiantianliao Drainage
System

Xinying, Yanshui, Xuejia,
and Beimen Districts

Qigu District Drainage
System

Qigu District

Fanzitian Drainage System

Guantian District

Tributary drainage system
for the Zengwun and
Yanshuei rivers

Anding, Xinhua, and
Shanhua Districts

Jiangjun River Drainage
System

Liujia, Xiaying, Madou,
Xuejia, Jiangjun, Beimen,
Guantian, and Jiali Districts

Beimen District Drainage
System

Beimen and Xuejia Districts

Houzhen Jingliao Drainage
System

Houbi District, Xinying City

Tributary drainage system
for the Zengwun River
water system –drainage for
Neijiang, Danei, Shizilai,
Shanshang, and Houying

Danei, Madou, Shanshang,
and Xigang Districts

Gangwei Ditch Drainage
System

Rende District, Guiren
District

Jinhu District Drainage
System

Beimen District

Dutouxi Drainage System

Guantian District

Xishu Drainage System

Nan/South District

Tougang Drainage System

Beimen and Xuejia Districts

Luermen Drainage System

Annan District

Liucheng Drainage System

Qigu District

Yanshuei River and
Zengwun River Drainage
Systems

Annan District

Ouwang Drainage System

Jiangjun District

Chaitougang River
Drainage System

Dong/East, Bei/North, and
Yongkang Districts

Jibeishua Drainage System

Dongshan District

Yanshuei River Tributary
Drainage System-Jiezi
River Drainage System

Xinhua District

Yongkang Drainage
System

Yongkang District

Bengpi Drainage System

Houbi District

Gueizih Harbor Drainage
System

Liuying, Liujia, and Xiaying
Districts

New horizons for loving water:
The Sixth River Management Ofﬁce of the Water Resource Agency,
Ministry of Economic Affairs, has promoted the Regulation Project
of Flood-Prone Areas and conducted comprehensive planning for
Tainan’s water system to ensure ﬂood prevention drainage capabilities
through integration of flood control concepts, decrease the range of
ﬂoods, reduce the threat of ﬂooding, promote sustainable development
plans and ideas to create an eco- and water-friendly environment, and
increase flood control efficiency to demonstrate the capabilities and
vitality of Tainan.
After remediation was completed in2011,
the Chaitougang River area no longer
experiences ﬂooding
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The Chaitougang River Drainage System:
The Chaitougang River is a tributary of the Yanshuei River and has a length of 3.9 km, and its
catchment area is approximately 11km2.
The Chaitougang River drainage system

Location：East, North, and Yongkang Districts
Reasons for Remediation：
◎ Urbanization construction and the removal of land from water resources has caused drainage
cross-sections to become insufﬁcient. They have become overgrown with weeds and the river
has ﬁlled with muddy silt and trash, impeding water ﬂow outlets and resulting in ﬂood disasters
during torrential rain.
◎ This district is located upstream and on the
right bank of the segment from the Chaitougang
Bridge to the Zhongzheng Bridge, and is the
district with the worst ﬂooding problems. It has
a maximum ﬂood depth of over 1 m.
Remediationprojects：
◎ “Zhongzheng Bridge to Chaitougang Bridge
segment channel straightening project”
◎ “Chaitougang River drainage remediation
project – downstream of Nankang Bridge”
◎ “Chaitougang River drainage project from
Nankang Bridge to Tielu Bridge”
◎ “Tielu Bridge to Kaiyuan Bridge Segment”
Bird’s-eye view of the meander cutoff of
◎ “Chaitougang River drainage starting point to the Chaitougang River
the Zhongzheng Bridge segment”
◎ “Remediation project for Chaitougang River drainage upstream from the Kaiyuan Bridge
segment”
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Functional Beneﬁts：
◎ Following river channel-straightening
remediation, the upstream right bank of the
Chaitougang Bridge has not experienced
ﬂooding.
◎ We accommodated enhancements in
water quality and used drainage water to
develop nearby parks and green areas to
provide local residents with recreational
spaces. By coordinating the ecological
landscape with construction, we have
created a natural ecosystem educational
park and improved the quality of life for
local residents.
Overall Beneﬁts：
◎ Protects 100,000 people.
◎ Increased protection by 17.91ha .

Aerial photo of the Chaitougang River drainage system prior
to remediation

Aerial photo of the Chaitougang River drainage system
following remediation

Following
remediation

Before
remediation

The Chaitougang River drainage system
Chaitougang Bridge segment

The Chaitougang River drainage system
Nankang Bridge segment ( Following remediation)

The Chaitougang River drainage system
Zhongzheng Bridge segment ( Following remediation)
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The Jiangjun River Drainage System
The Jiangjun River Drainage System catchment area is approximately 158.4km2.

The Jiangjun River drainage system

Location：
Jiangjun District, Beimen District, Guantian District, Xiaying District, Madou District, Jiali
District, Xuejia District, Liujia District
Reasons for Remediation：
Limited slope differences of the terrain, slow flood collection speed, insufficient crosssection drainage areas, and the inﬂuence of tidal river water levels have made the Jiangjun
River unable to efﬁciently discharge water. Consequently, standing water dissipates slowly
and ﬂooding occurs during each heavy rain.
Remediation Projects：
◎ “Jiangjun River drainage remediation project from the
Jiangjun River Bridge to the estuary”
◎ “Jiangjun River drainage remediation project for the
downstream left bank of the Jiangjun River Bridge”
◎ “Jiangjun River drainage remediation project from the
Guliao Bridge to Jiangjun River Bridge”
◎ “Jiangjun River drainage remediation project from
Huazong Bridge to Guliao Bridge“
◎ “Jiangjun River drainage remediation project for the
The graceful and beautiful Huazong Bridge of the
Jiangjun River
middle of the Jiangjun River drainage system to the left
bank of the estuary”
◎ “ Jiangjun River drainage remediation project from upstream of Huazong Bridge to the
Madou drainage conﬂuence”
◎ “ Madou District -Beishi Village-Beishiliao, Xiaopi Village-Dongpingliao settlement
protection project”
◎“Xuejia District-Fenghe Village settlement protection project”
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Functional Beneﬁts：
◎ Following the completion of the Jiangjun
River drainage remediation project,
the drainage cross-section area was
increased and can effectively drain large
volumes of rainwater.
◎ This project strengthened the flood
protection measures for highly developed
villages in low-elevation regions,
elevated the foundations and developed
new communities for dense populated
settlements, elevated surrounding roads,
and implemented rainwater collection
systems to enhance settlement flood
protection measures.
Overall Beneﬁts：
◎ Protects 23,000 people.
◎ Increased protection by 754 ha .

The magniﬁcent Xizhou Bridge of the Jiangjun River

Following
remediation

Before
remediation

The middle section of the
Jiangjun River
Before
remediation
Following
remediation

The connecting section between the
Jiangjun River Estuary and the ocean
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The Xintianliao Drainage System
The Xintianliao Drainage System catchment area is approximately 76.84km2.

The Xiantianliao Drainage System

Map symbols
River drainage path
County or city
boundary

Location：Xinying, Yanshui, Xuejia, and Beimen Districts
Reasons for Remediation：
The Jinshuei River has a high external water level. The river cannot discharge its water
efﬁciently and has insufﬁcient ﬂood-draining capabilities.
Remediation Projects：
◎ “Yuejingang District drainage system remediation project–Plan for the first phase of
an improvement project for the Annei drainage system, incorporating the Gongzhi 18
detention ponds“
◎ “Flood drainage project for the Annei drainage
system to discharge water into the Jishuei River”
◎ “Sanqing Village-Hongjia Settlement protection
project for the downstream Annei drainage area”
◎ “Sanqing Village-Xinfang Settlement protection
project for the downstream Annei drainage area”
◎ “Yangchoucuo water drainage improvement
project”
◎ “Yangchoucuo retention pond and pumping
station construction project”

The delicate and beautiful Yuejin Harbor Water Park
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Functional Beneﬁts：
◎ Yuejingang District drainage system
remediation project: can significantly
reduce flood severity in the Yanshui
District
◎ Sanqing Village-Xinfang Settlement
protection project for the downstream
Annei drainage area: can avoid closed
roads and decreased or blocked rescue
aid caused by floods from typhoons’
torrential rains.
Overall Beneﬁts：
This project is expected to reduce ﬂooded
areas by 504 ha and protect the residences
of more than 1800 people.

Before
remediation

Following
remediation

The Sanqing Village-Hongjia Settlement protection project for the
downstream Annei drainage area
Before
remediation
Following
remediation

The Yangchoucuo water drainage
improvement project
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The Xishu Drainage System
The Xishu Drainage System catchment area is approximately 6.92km2.
The Xishu drainage system

Location：Nan/South District,
Tainan City
Reasons for Remediation：
The Xishu drainage channel is the main drainage channel for the Xishu community,
Nan/South District, Tainan City. It flows north into the No. 5 drainage channel, and
converges into the Rixin River. The Xishu drainage channel is affected by the tides of
the Rixin River and has drainage difﬁculty, causing the Xishu community, which does
not have comprehensive drainage systems, to ﬂood
easily.
Remediation Projects：
◎ “Xishu District drainage improvement project –
Construct a new Xishu pumping station”
◎ “Xishu District drainage improvement project –
Box Culvert Construction for Ximing Street”
◎ “No. 5 drainage channel downstream segment
renovation project”
◎ “Minxing Road flow interception improvement
project”
Functional Beneﬁts：
◎T h e 1 0 - y e a r r e c u r r e n c e i n t e r v a l f o r h e a v y
Green mangrove forests downstream of the No. 5
rainstorms within this plan can work with the Binnan
drainage channel.
highway drainage culvert construction project to
accelerate drainage effects and protect the safety
and property of the residents in the community.
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◎ No. 5 drainage channel downstream segment
renovation project: This project uses a new flood
diversion channel, the deepening and renovation of
existing channels, and channel dredging renovation
methods with flexible construction to increase
the flood channel and flow area, enhancing
flood drainage and flow capacity and protecting
mangrove forests.
Overall Beneﬁts：
This project is expected to reduce flooded areas
by 32.04 ha and protect the residences of more
than10,120 people.

The No. 5 drainage channel can improve the flood passage
capacity and protect the mangrove forest.
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The Zengwun River Drainage System
Midstream Remediation
The Zengwun River Drainage System catchment area is approximately31km2
The Zengwun River drainage system

Location：Annan District,
Tainan City (Lide region)
Reasons for Remediation：
The Lide region has naturally low elevation levels and
cannot drain water efficiently during high tides. This affects
the drainage in the region and causes severe floods. Many
intense and concentrated rainfalls have exceeded the drainage
protection benchmarks, causing ﬂood disasters in the region.
Remediation Projects：
◎ “Section 5 Anzhong Road elevation project”
◎ “Collection system for midstream Zengwun River
drainage remediation”
◎“Lide detention pond ”
Functional Beneﬁts：
◎ The Zengw un R iver (Lide r egion) m idstream
remediation, Section 5 Anzhong Road elevation, and
collection system improvement projects, in addition to
the detention ponds, can effectively resolve ﬂooding
problems in the Lide region.
◎ No ﬂooding occurred during Typhoon Morakot (2009) and
Typhoon Fanapi (2010).
Overall Beneﬁts：
◎ Increased protection by 78.5ha .
◎ Protects 1,113people.
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Before
remediation
Following
remediation

The Section 5 Anzhong Road elevation project

Collection system for midstream Zengwun River
drainage remediation

Tainan City's other comprehensive ﬂood regulation
countermeasures include the following
A.Construction of Pumping Stations：
Accelerate the construction of pumping stations to ensure that low elevation regions are not
ﬂooded. When Typhoon Morakot hit Taiwan, the water levels in the ponding and catchment regions
of the Xishu, Luermen, and Kunshen communities were receded rapidly to ensure that the low
elevation regions were spared the nightmare of repeated ﬂooding.
Name

Collection system

Pumping
capacity (CMS)

Protected Region

Xishu Pumping Station

The Xishu Drainage
System

20

South District

Luermen Pumping Station

The Luermen Drainage
System

12

Annan District

Anding Pumping Station

The Anding Drainage
System

5

Anding District

Xiecuoliao Pumping Station

The Houying Drainage
System

5

Madou District

Yangchoucuo Pumping Station

The Yangchoucuo
Drainage System

3

Xuejia District

Xishu Pumping Station

Luermen Pumping Station

Yangchoucuo Pumping Station

Anding Pumping Station
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B.Establishing Water Detention Ponds
To implement the comprehensive flood regulation
strategies in the Regulation Project of Flood-Prone Areas,
detention pond planning based on local conditions is an
innovative measure for comprehensive water management
and control.
Detention ponds can adjust the torrent or ﬂood ﬂow rate,
share peak ﬂood volume with regional drainage, prevent and
mitigate flood occurrences, consider the environment and
ecology, and achieve a green corridor.
Name

Detention
volume

Gongzhi 18 detention
ponds

11ha

3,000m³

Lide detention pond

4ha

60,000 m³

Gangwei ditch detention
pond

10ha

100,000m³

Yongkang detention pond

1.3ha

56,330 m³

Rende detention pond

24ha

500,000 m³

Lide detention pond
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Area

Gongzhi 18 detention ponds

Collection system
The Xintianliao Drainage
System
The Zengwun River
Drainage System
Gangwei ditch Drainage
System
Yangchoucuo Drainage
System
Sanyei River Drainage
System

Gangwei ditch detention pond

Protected Region
Yanshui District
Annan District
Rende District
Yongkang Districts
Rende Districts

C.Constructing Water Sluice Gates
The Kuichung River and Gueizih Harbor drainage systems and their critical
tributaries, such as the Balaoye drainage system, all ﬂow into the Jishuei River.
The catchment area spans a region covering the Xiaying, Liuying, and Liujia
Districts.
Several typhoons have caused the water level of the Jishuei River to rise rapidly
and the water level of the Kuichung River to overﬂow, hindering them from discharging
water and causing ﬂood disasters in the relevant districts.
To effectively prevent flood disasters for the region; minimize flood damage to
housing, public facilities, crops, and livestock raising areas and ﬁsh ponds, integrate
water conservation projects; and create a comprehensive, high quality environment
in the catchment region, we constructed the Gueizih Harbor, Balaoye, and Dajiaotui
drainage sluice gates.

The new Gueizih Harbor drainage sluice gates.
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高雄市轄區易淹水地區治水成效

Harmony Between People and
Water - Happy Home and Country

Flood Regulation Results for Flood-Prone
Regions in Kaohsiung City’s Jurisdiction
Moving forward with ﬂood control
Torrential rain on June 12, 2005, ﬂooded the roads
adjacent to the Gangshan District interchange.
In 2009, Typhoon Morakot brought substantial
rainfall and severe flooding to low elevation areas,
resulting in signiﬁcant economic losses.
In 2010, Typhoon Fanapi hit the greater Kaohsiung
area, causing the worst ﬂooding in almost 9 years.
Considering the changing environment and
climate, we hope to use comprehensive regulation
projects to minimize losses caused by typhoons.
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Typhoon Fanapi in 2010. Southern Taiwan has
experienced severe damage.

Create a new, water loving city
The Sixth River Management Office of the Water
Resource Agency, Ministry of Economic Affairs, has
continued the implementation of the first (begun in
2006) to third phases (concluding in 2013) of flood
regulation projects according to the “Regulation
Project of Flood-Prone Areas” to effectively improve
the flooding problems of low elevation regions and
urban planning districts. We have implemented
mountain and flood control and soil and water
conservation projects to improve flood conditions,
resulting in harmonious coexistence between humans
and water and creating an example of an urban oasis The energetic and lively Caogong Xingzhen
in Kaohsiung.

Kaohsiung City is currently included within the Regulation Project of Flood-Prone
Areas and its ﬂood regulation plan comprises 16water drainage systems.
Kaohsiung City Regional
Drainage System

Region

Kaohsiung City Regional
Drainage System

Region

Linyuan Drainage System

Linyuan and Daliao
Districts

Mituo Region Drainage
System

Dianbao River Drainage
System

Gangshan, Ziguan,
Qiaotou, Yanchao, Dashe,
and Nanzi Districts

Jiading Region Drainage
System (Jiading Major
Drainage)

Jiading District

Houjin River Drainage
System

Renwu, Niaosong, Dashe,
Nanzi Districts

Linyuan Region Drainage
System (Gangzipu and
Zhongkengmen drainage)

Linyuan District

Tuku Drainage System

Luzhu, Gangshan, and
Alian Districts

Zhuzai Ditch Drainage
System

Yongan District

Fongshan River Drainage
System

Niaoson, Dashu, Daliao,
Fongshan, Cianjhen,
Siaogang Districts

Beigou Drainage System

Yongan District

Meinong Region Drainage
System

Meinong and Qishan
Districts

No. 5 Drainage System

Qishan District

Dashu Region Drainage
System

Dashu District

Hunei Drainage System

Hunei District

Bagualiao Region
Drainage System

Renwu District

Qishan Region Drainage
System (Kunzhou and
Xizhou drainage)

Qishan District

Mituo District
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The Daliao drainage system
The Daliao drainage system is the largest tributary of the Dianbao River.The Daliao drainage
system catchment area is approximately21.85km2

The Daliao drainage system

Location：Gangshan District, Yanchao District, ZiguanDistric, QiaotouDistric
Reasons for Remediation：
◎ This drainage system lacks comprehensive remediation planning, has a low elevation,
an inadequate cross-section drainage area, and is affected by the return ﬂood ﬂow of
the Dianbao River. It ﬂoods during typhoons’ torrential rains and has caused severe
harm to property and lives.
◎ To mitigate flooding in flood-prone regions surrounding the Gangshan interchange
area; the Daliao, Baimi, and Liucuo Villages in the Gangshan District; and the Ziguan
District.
Remediation Projects：
◎ The scope for the ﬁrst Daliao drainage system bid project:
Baogong Bridge to Baimi Bridge
◎ The scope for the second Daliao drainage system bid
project: Baimi Bridge to Provincial Highway No. 1
◎ The scope for the third Daliao drainage system bid project:
Tielu Bridge to Minsheng Bridge
◎ The scope for the fourth Daliao drainage system bid project:
Minsheng Bridge to the highway culvert
◎Daliao drainage system upstream highway bridge project
◎Dianbao River Region A detention pond
◎Dianbao River Region B detention pond
The Dianbao River’s Region A
detention pond
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Project Beneﬁts：
◎ The ﬁrst to fourth bids have been completed, and no bank overﬂow occurred during Typhoon
Nanmadol (2011).
◎ Improved the Gangshan interchange ﬂooding situation.
Improved the ﬂooding problem for Baimi Village, Liucuo Village, and Daliao Village in the
Gangshan District and for regions in the Ziguan District.
Overall Beneﬁts：
This project is expected to reduce ﬂooded areas by 655ha and protect the residences of more
than 6,365people.

Before
remediation

Following
remediation

Following
remediation
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The Houjin River Drainage System
The Houjin River Drainage System catchment area is approximately73.45km2.The basin of the
Houjin River drainage system covers the Shilong River and Caogong Xingzhen drainage systems.

The Houjin River Drainage System

Location：Nanzi, Renwu, Dashe, and Niaosong districts
Reasons for Remediation：
◎ The Renwu Industrial Park often ﬂoods during typhoons with torrential rain .
◎ The Shilong River has not implemented a comprehensive ﬂood control plan for a long
time. It is protected by original earth embankments and temporary revetments, and
often ﬂoods following torrential rains.
Remediation Projects：
◎ “Renwu District Shilong River drainage
system improvement project”
◎ “Niaosong District Caogong Xingzhen
improvement project”
◎“ R e n w u D i s t r i c t K a o t a n d r a i n a g e
interception project”
◎“ H o u j i n R i v e r d r a i n a g e s y s t e m
improvement project”
Project Results：
◎ Caogong Xingzhen improvement project:
Irrigation and drainage separation remediation
were employed to ensure that domestic
sewage does not affect the irrigation water.

After remediation, the Houjin River has become a scenic landscape.
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◎R e n w u D i s t r i c t K a o t a n d r a i n a g e
interception project:After the Kaotan
drainage system partially opened the
bottlenecked segment of the Houjin River
drainage system, , and this solution was
used to remedy the flooding problem in
the Renwu District, decreasing the flood
levels of the Caogong Xingzhen region.
Overall Beneﬁts ：
This project is expected to reduce flooded
areas by 965.45 ha and protect the
residences of more than117,290people.

Embankment Held During Typhoon Morakot

Before
remediation

Following
remediation

The Shilong River drainage system improvement project
Before
remediation

Following
remediation

The Shilong River drainage improvement engineering and
development of the ecological blue zone of the Renwu District

The Caogong Xingzhen Separation of the irrigation and
drainage systems
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The Tuku Drainage System
The Tuku drainage system is one of the chief tributaries of the Agongdian River. Its drainage
catchment area is located in the Alian, Luzhu, and Gangshan districts of Kaohsiung City, with a
catchment area of approximately 76 km2.
The Tuku Drainage System

Map symbols
River drainage path
County or city
boundary

Location：Luzhu, Gangshan, and Alian districts .
Reasons for Remediation：
The landscape of the upstream of the Tuku Drainage has a low elevation and has not
undergone drainage remediation. The two shores are close to agricultural lands and ﬁsh
ponds. This region has insufﬁcient cross-section ﬂow area. The water level rises rapidly
during each torrential rain, which can easily lead to ﬂooding.
Remediation Projects：
◎ “Tuku drainage system improvement project”
◎ “Tandi Xiao pumping station“
◎ “Yuku pumping station“
◎ “ Qianfengchi detention pond “
◎ “Wujiawei drainage system improvement
project“

The Tuku drainage system
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Project Results：
◎ Alian District Tuku drainage system
improvement project: Protects fish
ponds and farmland.
◎ Tandi Xiao pumping station and Yuku
pumping station project: Protects the
Alian District and Gangshan District
from ﬂooding.
Overall Beneﬁts：
Improved the total flooding area by
180.33 ha and ensures the safety of
approximately 20,820 people.

Before
remediation

Before
remediation

Following
remediation

The Alian District Tuku drainage system improvement project

Following
remediation

The Alian District Tuku drainage
system improvement project
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The Fongshan River Drainage System
The drainage system comprises the Fengshan River main stream drainage; Wujia, Qilaoye,
Jichang, Niuliao, Fogongzun, Guopi, Shanziding, Dipu, and Fengshanzun No. 2 branches.
The Fongshan River Drainage System

Location：Niaoson, Dashu, Daliao, Fongshan, Cianjhen, Siaogang Districts
Reasons for Remediation：
The basin flows through populated centers in Kaohsiung City. Because most of the
branches that are upstream from the Fongshan River have not been remediated and are
not managed, their ﬂow channels have serious siltation problems that affect the ﬂood
drainage capacity.
Remediation Projects：
◎ Dibu drainage system improvement project
◎Shanzaiding ditch drainage improvement project
◎Shanzaiding ditch detention pond
◎Fengshanzhen drainage improvement project
◎Guopi branch improvement project
◎Renmei drainage improvement project
Project Results：
◎ Shanzaiding ditch drainage improvement project:
Connected the main drainage route between the
Fengshan and Daliao districts to decrease the ﬂooding
area by approximately 40 ha and to ensure the safety of
5,000 people.
◎ Guopi branch improvement project: Significantly
Developing the quality and green Fengshan River-Boai
improved the old revetment and insufficient cross- Bridge of the Fengshan River
section areas for water ﬂow in the channels.
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Overall Beneﬁts：
Decreased the total flooding area by
611.56 ha and protects approximately

Before
remediation

Following
remediation

10,820 people.

Before
remediation

The Dibu drainage system improvement project

Following
remediation

Before
remediation

Following
remediation

The Guopi branch improvement project Before
Before
remediation

The Shanzaiding ditch drainage improvement project
Following
remediation

The Renmei drainage improvement project
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Kaohsiung City's other comprehensive ﬂood regulation
countermeasures include the following:
A.Construction of Pumping Stations
Establishing additional detention ponds and pumping stations in appropriate locations. During
Typhoon Tembin, the Tuku River did not cause ﬂooding
Name

Collection system

Pumping
capacity (CMS)

Protected Region

Wujiawei Pumping Station

The Tuku DrainageSystem

10

Gangshan District

Tandi Xiao Pumping Station

The Tuku Drainage System

9

Gangshan District

Yuku Pumping Station

The Tuku Drainage System

11

Alian District

No. 5 Drainage Ditch Pumping
The No. 5 Drainage System
Station

12

Qishan District

Yuku Pumping Station

Tandi Xiao Pumping Station
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Wujiawei Pumping Station

No. 5 Drainage Ditch Pumping Station

B.Establishing Water Detention Ponds
The most important function of the detention ponds is to provide ﬂood storage
and regulation during rainy seasons. They can also be used to reserve water
during dry seasons, and enable us to cope with increasingly extreme global
climate changes in the future.

Name

Area

Detention
volume

Collection system

Protected Region

The Dianbao River's
Region A detention pond

17ha

430,000 m³

The Dianbao River
Drainage System

Gangshan District

The Dianbao River’s
Region B detention pond

42ha

1,050,000 m³

The Dianbao River
Drainage System

Gangshan District
Qiaotou District

The Qianfengzi detention
pond

13.5ha

200,000 m³

The Tuku drainage
system

Gangshan District
Alian District

The Shanzaiding Ditch
detention pond

6ha

225,000 m³

The Fongshan River
drainage system

Daliao District

The Dianbao River's Region A detention pond
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Harmonious Coexistence Between
Humans and Water
Promotion of Autonomous Flood
Disaster Prevention Communities
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An autonomous ﬂood disaster prevention community was
implemented according to the third phase of the Regulation
Project of Flood-Prone Areas (2011 to 2013). The goal was
to establish awareness that “disaster relief” begins with
“disaster prevention,” and to emphasis the importance of
enhancing the community’s autonomous disaster prevention
capabilities. Establishing community personnel through
Community visits are educational and entertaining, as
organization, enhancing community disaster awareness, and well as lively and interesting.
forming community volunteer networks to assist in disaster
prevention and rescue work were the primary goals. Not only can this measure enhance the public’s
preparation for disasters, but it enables each household to have a ﬂood disaster prevention map and
a disaster preparedness backpack to further enable immediate disaster relief work and to minimize
damage.
Our ofﬁce selected seven communities in Tainan City and Kaohsiung City to be the ﬁrst group of
independent ﬂood prevention communities.Since July 9, 2012, the agency has completed promotional
seminars in phases, and community residents and academic institutions have planned evacuation
routes; created community disaster-prevention maps; residents have been taught how to use water
and simple rain gauges to observe rainfall conditions; and community ﬂood control and prevention
drills have been enacted to form a ﬂood resistant community.

List of selected communities and regions overseen
Promotion of Autonomous Flood Prevention Communities

Tainan City
Autonomous
Flood Prevention
Communities

Kaohsiung City
Autonomous
Flood Prevention
Communities

Xinjia Village, Houbi
District
Xinan Village, Qigu
District
Pitou Village, Madou
District
Sanmin Village,
Yongkang District
Erxing Village, Rende
District
Jinhu Village, Beimen
District
Yuandian Village,
Annan District
Baimi Village,
Gangshan District
Fuxing Village,
Gangshan District
Shitan Village,
Gangshan District
Dianbao Village,
Ziguan District
Yuku Village, Alian
District
Lantian Village, Nanzi
District
Zhonghua Village,
Renwu District

Jingliao Drainage System
Liucuo Drainage System
Madou Drainage System, Pitou
Drainage System
Yongkang Drainage System,
Dazhou Drainage System
Dajia Drainage System, Sanyei
River Drainage System
Xintianliao Drainage System, Jinhu
Drainage System
Liukuailiao Drainage System,
Haiweiliao Drainage System

Explanatory meeting and promotional
seminar .at Yuandian Village, Annan
District,

Dianbao River Drainage System
Dianbao River Drainage System
Dianbao River Drainage System
Dianbao River Drainage System

Explanatory meeting and promotional
seminar at Pitou Village, Madou District

Tuku Drainage System
Houjin River Drainage System
Houjin River Drainage System

Promotion and Guidance for
Autonomous Flood Prevention
Communities

Establishment of an
Evacuation System
for Autonomous Flood
Prevention Communities

˙Setting Warning Values for Flood
Prevention Evacuation
˙
Promotion and Operation of
Autonomous Flood Prevention
Communities
˙
Exchange Activities for Autonomous
Flood Prevention Communities
˙
Improvement of Evacuation Knowledge
and Skills for Autonomous Flood
Prevention Community Personnel
˙
Symposiums for Autonomous Flood
Prevention Community Achievements

Response Facilities and
Equipment Purchasing
for Autonomous Flood
Prevention Communities

Development and Explanation of
County- and City- and TownshipLevel Flood Disaster Prevention
Maps

˙Water Gauge
˙Rain Gauge Barrel
˙
Disaster Preparedness
Backpack

˙
Develop a Handbook for Flood
Evacuation
(Develop and Explain a
County- and City-Level Flood
Disaster Prevention Map)
(Develop and Explain a TownshipLevel Flood Disaster Prevention Map)
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Participation and Effectiveness of
Flood-Control Volunteers
The number of volunteers in this ofﬁce in 2012 is 155,
and all have received relevant training and possess ﬂoodcontrol expertise.
Each team features a basin leader who supervises
volunteers as they patrol the embankments, drainage
systems, pumping stations, and other water conservation
and flood prevention facilities near a village. While
maintaining their own safety, these teams collect data during
disasters and provide disaster alerts and reports to enable this ofﬁce
to promptly receive accurate onsite information and provide early
disaster responses.

The flood control volunteer forum
held by the Sixth River Management
Ofﬁce of the Water Resource Agency,
Ministry of Economic Affairs.

◎ During Typhoon Fanapi (2010), the instances in which volunteers provided reports was
increased to 200. During Typhoon Nanmadol (2011), the ﬂood prevention volunteers for
the Water Resource Agency provided 301 reports.

Teams

Main Distribution Regions

A（The ﬁrst team）

Zengwun River

B（The second team）

Yanshuei River

C（The third team）

Erren River

D（The fourth team）

Agongdian River

E（The ﬁfth team）

Dianbao River

F（The sixth team）

Coastal regions within the
relevant jurisdictions

Flood control volunteer award ceremony.
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he water conservation facility visited by
the ﬂood control volunteers of Sixth River
Management Ofﬁce of the Water Resource
Agency, Ministry of Economic Affairs.

Future Prospects
The Sixth River Management Office of
the Water Resource Agency, Ministry of
Economic Affairs, has actively promoted the
Regulation Project of Flood-Prone Areas
and reduced recent flooding in Southern
Taiwan.
Tainan City and Kaohsiung City were
identiﬁed as the happiest cities following a
major city happiness and well-being survey
conducted in 2012.
The approach to ﬂood regulation adopted
by this office is to show professionalism
and efficiency and advocate resolve and
courage. We must continue to support
comprehensive planning and flood
regulation measures to ensure ﬂood control
measures continue uninterrupted, to prevent
ﬂoods, and to create a better future.
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Scenes of the Nanhua Reservoir
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To feel the rhythm of
the Yanshuei River

To witness the beauty of
the Jiangjun River

You can take a raft into the Sicao
Green Tunnel on the Yanshuei River
to experience the unique wetland and
ecological landscape，
are home to fiddler crabs, mangrove
forests, and other wildlife.
A complete ecosystem of ﬁddler crabs
and mangrove forests, and a river that
has been incorporated into and includes
the local culture of the Taiwanese
people, combine to provide rich cultural
heritage.

The image of bicycles riding along
the embankment injects new life into the
Jiangjun River.
The golden reflection of the setting
sun shines through the path from the
Huazong Bridge to the Guliao Bridge.
Upon arriving at the Jiangjun River
Bridge, visitors notice that the view is
magniﬁcent and the red railings are long
and splendid.
At the Jiangjun River Estuary, being
so close to waterfowls at the shallow
beach and shoals is similar to traveling
on an ecological and humanities journey.

Mountain and water
scenes of the Agongdian
Reservoir

Strolling through the
city’s green corridor
along the Houjing River

The Agongdian Reservoir bikeway
integrates natural and humanistic views
and bikeway recreation spots within the
reservoir. Cycling through the reservoir
with a blowing breeze, romances can be
witnessed as the sun sets. Tourists are
obsessed with the lovely scenes along
the reservoir, particularly seeing the fog
and moonlight on the lake.

Strolling through the green corridor
along the Houjing River, tourists can
see an amazing curve reflection of the
illuminated arch of the Yiqun Bridge on
the water. The forest and river shore
scenes of Kaohsiung City can be
described as a symphony between water
and greenery.
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To experience the tranquility of Yanshuei
The Yanshuei Harbor was formerly called Yuejin Harbor (A saying
regarding ports in Taiwan during the Qing Dynasty reported the top
four ports as Tainan City, Lukang Township, Wanhua District, and
Yanshuei Harbor)
Visit the Yuejin Harbor Water Park, or walk from the shore
trails over the curved bridge to the resting platform at the opposite
revetment, from which you can view the clear water, birds, and ﬁsh.
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